Offer a true endless aisle
& get real-time insight
into your business

‘’The SAP connection will ultimately enable a comprehensive activation
of our multichannel strategy. The team at retailsolutions fully met our
expectations of a professional and collaborative partnership.“
Matthias Baumann, Director, Office World

How much more successful could you
be if you had real-time, accurate insight
into your business information?
What if you could meet customer
expectation with reliable stock
information – both online and in-store?

We are excited to introduce you to RapidRetail by
retailsolutions. A powerful software-and-services
solution for retail based on SAP S/4HANA
platform which gives you advanced ERP in as little
as 16 weeks. Pricing starts from £235 per user
per month over 5 years.

Here’s a sample of the ways RapidRetail can support you…

Create truly endless aisles by
seamlessly linking your supply
chain to your consumers.

View accurate and coherent sales,
stock and intake information – by
week and by season.

Display accurate stock levels
online so customers know exactly
what’s in-store locally.

Launch pop-up stores quickly and
easily: take advantage of reduced
property rates to shift stock faster
or test the market in a new area.
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“SAP delivers more reliable data and thus better decisions. SAP brings
advances in work areas and processes. With retailsolutions, we have
found a partner who could effectively implement these advantages for
us. That is impressive.“
Marcel Dietrich, Business Executive Globus

combines the advanced
functionality of SAP S/4 HANA
with our deep understanding
of retail, gained from over 20
years’ of industry and software
experience.

We specialise in all aspects of SAP Retail.
This includes supporting you in using
advanced technology such as machine
learning and AI to achieve maximum
business value.
We are proud to be supporting quality
retailers in their digital journey. Here are
a few of our customers:

At retailsolutions, we advise, implement and support all SAP Retail technologies: from standard ERP through to
niche products. This means we can truly work end-to-end to meet your requirements.
So, you can be sure you’re in safe, experienced hands when you choose to work with us.

Contact us today to have a commitment-free discussion, or to arrange
a demo of RapidRetail, tailored to your business.
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